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Insufficient Guidelines and the Legal Consequences for 

Youth Service Bureaus 

In -:}..967 , the President I s Cr'irne Commission recommended the establish

ment of neighborhood youtu serving agencies as a preyentative measure 

against juvenile delinquency,1 Since that time" a number of these agen-, 

cies have been created tnrougnout thfl nation. . This' paper ,\·fill seek to 

complete my current study of some of the major problems, co.nfronted by 

the Y'outh Service BUl''i3aus presentlY in operation in the state of Cali-

forrda. 
" 

The following discussion is divided into three major subject 

areas. The first includes a brief review of the concepts suggested in 

my previous report, entitled flJuvenile Offenders and the Pol.ice Disposi

tional Proces~. It This report deals with the effects of inadequate 

referral-making criteria upon law enforcement's choice of juvenile 

dispositions. The next section deals with a shortage of guidelines 

necessary for proper delineation of Youth Service Bureau policy, as 

well as ottler Dtatutory shortcomings that pertain to YSB/lm{ enforce

ment procedural relationships. Information contained in this portionef 

the paper is based on interviews with various IJureau directors and la\'l 

enforcement officials tnroughout the state. Fj.na11y, an atte.mpt will be 

'made to evaluate the implications that these legal questions, which 

result from all the guideline deficiencies, have upon diversion and 
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the California Youth Sel'vice Bureaus. 

The Eff~.\cts of Inadequate Referral-Haking Criteria on 
Juvenile Dispositions 

The role of the law enforcement officer undoubtedly makes t.his 

individua.l the leading strategic power in the juvenile dispositional 

process. In ser'Jing as the initial contact point, \1ith "the justice 

system~ the off..tcer is in a position to decide the course of action t.o 

be taken aga~ nst ,;.m alleged Y01.:~t;hfu.l offender - a decisi.on that can have 

profound Gifects upon the juvenile's future life: 

Despite -/:,he ilLlport.,:l.nce of law enforcement I s choice in handling 

such a situati.Qn, few standards haye been set for making this decision. 

It has recently been snown tnat there is L tendency for the determination 

to be based upon an arbitrary assessment of the characteristics of 

each particular youth. Thus j for example, as Edwin H. Lemert suggests, 

since information of a prior police record is unlikely when the officer 

is in the field, 1I ••• the minor's appearance and demeanor become decisive. 

Older youths, those with leather jaCkets, long hair, and shabby clothes, 

and Negroes are said to be at a disadvantage before a suspicious officer. 

Truculence, sullenness, posture, and gestures may mark the youth as unco

operative and cause him to be taken into custody.1I2 Additional support 

for such observations is contained in several other empirical studies 

including those by Adams) Black and Reiss,4 Goldman,5 McEachern and 

Bauzer,6 Piliavin and Briar,7 and Sellin and t'/olfgang.8 
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Quite obviously,. unnecessary detainment can be very harmful to the 

welfare of a juvenile. These dangers frequently center around the issue 

of stigmatiz.ing youngsters. An example of this, cited in my previous 

report, is given by irving Piliavin and Scott'Briar with respect to 

discriminatory practices toward Negro youths. 9 

Concern is also given to other potential problem areas, such as 

overcrowding the juvenile justice system. In any case, the most ~llpor-

tant point to consider is that if we are to uphold the fundamental principles 

proclaLTIing justice for e~ch and every individual, it is essential that 

improvements be made in the criteria ~sed to formUlate the dispositional 

decision as well as by making improvements ~n the dispositional process 

The first problem of can be. ade.quately._solve'd,.following 
.. ' 

'careful study to -develop \'Jr~tten standards for regulating layl enforce-

ment I S decision. Guidelines s~nilar to the ones dev5.sed by ShervlOod Norman 

are suggested as a s~arting point for this purpose. IO 

The other question regarding the dispositional process and the' 
" 

prefererce for diversion al,my from the judicial system will require 

strengthening of community resources to assist law enforcement in 

carrying out its function. As was detailed in m:r last report, the Youth 

Service Bureaus presently appear to bo the agencies most capable of filling 

this order,ll 
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Inadequate Policy Guidelines for YSB/Law EnfoDCement 
Diversionary Relationships: A Survey 

This brings us to the second area for discussion dealing with 

the problems created by sparse YSB policy guidelines and statutory ambi-

gu.ities pertinen~ to YSB/law enforcement relationships. 

The information will be analyzed in accordance "\'lith selected responses 

to a questionnaire I prepared and delivered to various California bureau 

directors and law enforcement officials Rffiliated with youth serving 

divisions. The questions:. will be discussed separately \-lith contrasting 

opinions beb:een bureau directors and law enforcement officials being noted 

where appropriate. 

One of the first q~estions to be considered is whether or not ther.e 

is a form or contract that nlust be settled uEon before services are ren-

aered to the juvenile and, if so, who must agree to these conditions. 

The majority of the YSB responses indicated there vias no contract 

made with any party before services were dispensed. Most of these respon-

dents stressed that a juvenile's involvement with the youth Service Bureau 

was entirely voluntary. If the youth did not vlish to attend eyen the 

first session, ne or she was not obligated to do so. In fact it was sug-

gested that though there may be some sort of agreement bet1</een the juve-

nile and la\-l enforcement $ the bureau counselors al\-/ays inform<;!d their clients 

that they ,.,.ere not re9,uired to attend. Aside from this type o"f law enforce-

ment agreement, some bureau directors suggested that infoI~mal verbal agree-

, 
f 

I 
l: 
t , 
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ments were made between the bureau and a juvenile, family, or referring 

agency ~e.g., schools) depending upon the IIstyle of the counselor." 

Law enforcement officials tended to believe that there probably 

did exist some type of agreement, usually an informal verbal. one. When 

written contract~ were made, law enforcement respondents felt that they 

often tended to be invalid yet served their ultimate purpose of giving 

the juvenile "a sense of security." To clarify this point, one 

respondent indicated that, though contrR~ts were made with some of the 

youngsters, law enforcement did not consider itself lias bound to the con-

tract as the kid would be bec~use ••• the performance of the contract 

depends on the kid. There is very little requirement that the police 

act in certain ways." 

Following from t.his question concerning the types of contracts that 

J are made, I asked as an aside if the juv~Eiles not bound by contracts 

actually continued to use bureau services. The bureau respondents felt 

that allnost all youths did remain with the bureau though a cont,ract might 

be absent. One director expressed the opinion that, in general, the juve-

nile's decision of Hhether to stay or leave depended upon lithe quality of , 

the service provided." Law enforcement officials, on the other hand, were 

more varied in their responses. They seemed a little less inclined to 

agree that the juvenile would remain under bureau supervision without 

sorne sort of contract. lt was even suggested that in the cas'e of a Iml 

enforcement referral, the youngster probably \'l'ou1d not continue to attend 
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the sessions were it not for the contract acting as an inducement. 

The next question dealt with any constraints placed on the jilVe= 

nile, either contained in or in addition to a form or contract. All bureaus 

responded to the effect that no restrictions were made regarding, for ex-

wnple, a required number of visits, the exclusion of those juveniles for-. 
merly on probation, nor the indefinite use of bureau services. A prescribed 

length of time for which services were customarily given was mentioned in 

most cases, however, the terrns were flex~ble and could be easilJ extended to 

suit individual needs. La 1'1 enforceJnent seemed to feel that despite exten-

sive variance, there probably were Y~~B regulations of compliance including 

a required nwnber of visits, some exclusion of juveniles formerly on proba-

tion to avoid the possibilitY'of a "conflict of interests," and idealJy, 

a prescribed length of time for services to ensure maximum. effectiveness. 

All sources agreed that .E.9.....Particular actions were taken should a 
!) 

juvenile fail to comply \.,ritn pre-established regulations. Either the situa

tion would be ignored, a new agreement arranged, or, "if the kid got 'busted,'" 

the case would automatically be terminated. 

A question concerning't.he amount of follow-up or evaluat.ion 01-E!:S:&!:~~ 

or cbange in a juvenile's behavior turned up a Nider range of responses 

among the bureaus. Some said that there was no follow-up required whatsoever. 

Any that was made would be solely on the initiat.ive of the individual coun-

selor. One bureau replied that evaluations were being made tiy the Youth 

Authority after 3- and 6-months. Another bureau claimed that evaluations 
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"lere made by its staff every 3 months along with evaluations made by 

the Model Cities program. Finally, it was n~ntioned by some of the 

bureaus that they took random samplings of the parents' reactions to 

the program and, in general, any changes the parents noted in their 

child's behavior, La ... T enforcement simply responded that there \ .... as some 

follo'fT-up procedure \.,rithout going into any details of what they might 

involve. 

Both YS13 directors and law enfOrCE'lCent officials said that ,iuve

niles may be referred back to the bureau after being discharged. There 

was also unanimous agreement that ~onsibility for a case u~uallz 

resided 'fdth one individual, most o~ten the juvenile's counselor. 

Near the conclusion of my survey r aggregated several questions into 

a category titled ilLegal Problems. a The following responses to these 

questions reflect the procedural and statutory difficulties specifical~y 

pertinent to Youth Service Bureau/law enforcement handling of juveniles. 

. The first of these questions asked: How much time lapses between 

the time a juvenile is aeprenended and the time he or she is referred 

for assistance to an agency SUCh as the Youth Service Bureau? All of the 

respondents indicated a great deal of variance in the time duration between 

apprehension and disposition to an agency. It seemed that the YSB could 

receive a youngster almost jJIUnediately after he or she was apprehended 

to as much as a couple of Heeks after the initial contact had been made. 

Tne difference depended upon the criteria of the referring agency. 
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Is it Y~B policy to provide treatment (e. g., medical) without 

parental consent? This is often one of the more significant legal compli

cations for a service organization similar to the Youth Service Bureau" 

Very interesting results were shovm. Host of the bureaus hesitated to admit 

any service to minors without the written consent of parents. Nevertheless, 

specific explanations varied considerably. One so urce indicated that 

after the first meeting with a juvenile, parental permission was to be 

obtained by the youth.' s counselor. Another bureau director suggested 

that, even though it \-/as not their policy, services sometimes were rendered 

to juveniles without any type of parental consent. A third director 

indicated that his bureau could not provide, for ~xample, medical treat

ment without the consent of the juvenile: s parents. This, hO\-lever, \'las 

not really thought as much of an issue since the bureau ''lorked livery 

closely with parents" and had, as yet, not received a..'1Y opposition from 

them. One actual statemer.t made by a director .in reference to this ques

tion of \-lhether his bureau gave treatment Hithout consent wa.s a very forth

right, "Yes, we do." He continued by stating that this included "any and 

all ll services a juvenile might need while under the bureau's supervisio~. 

La"'l enforcement officials expressed a rather' definite "No" response ... rhen 

asked if treatment without consent was YSB policy. One res}Jondent 

suggested that it was It ••• only in emergency type situations that you 

provide medical treatment without the parel'lt' s consent because of the 

liability involved." 
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F'ollorring from this question I asked: Does the juvenile have a 

riBht t.o treatment? If he feels he should be referred to another agency: 

~to rr.!ceive proper assistance) is there compliance ~dth his request? 

An affirmative response was again delivered by each of the individual's 

I intervie\oled. ~dditional clarification of opinion included bureau state

ments like, "Ii' the agency will receive him ••• no objections" and "Hight 

suggest it ••• As a matter of fact ••• have [suggested a referr~~ ," ... /hile 

larl cnforcch1ent comments included, "I think if it's reasonable .•• that 

there is [compliance] " and "I would say 'yes' with some reservations. 

It rlould have to depend on why the youngster carne there. If the young-

ster exhibited any type of suicidal tendencies, or anything like that, 

••• then tne parents should be notified rr~ior to the issuance of a 

substitute referra~l. II 
.~ 

Another qUGo'>t.ion I asked was ,,[hether the YSB had to screen out juve-· 

niles to av~id an excessive caseload and what the standards were for this 

screening process. Each of the bureaus indicated that up to now there 

had not been any screening. As one director mentioned, screening was 

only to deter~lne the appropriateness of a referral. The other bureau 

directors did note some sort of provision for an overloaded situation. 

One YSB was said to maintain a short waiting list for counseling services. 

It Has noted, however', tnat law enforcement referrals would always be 

given top priority. Another director described a situation in which the 

bureau nearly l1ad to start a screening procedure. IITlle almost got to that 
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point in the spring wherl we had sometinles a 7 or 8 day lag in our 

contacting a client. The caseload subsided, we got another counselor ••• 

and we had to write letters to all our agencies that were referring and 

asked: 'Just send us the ones you've really got troubles with. Think 

about it before you send them because "{e're s.tarting to get buried.' 

But now, with another counselor, wer€l in a little better shape." Lm\" 

enforcement was of the-opinion that a screening process was necessary, 

especially after the YSB had been operating for a certain period of 

time. They hoped that standards for selection would be based on "joint 

criteria, n established by the agencies i .. Jolved, with priority being 

given to the most critical cases, 

The next question I asked was: In referring a juvenile to the YSB -

do you think a more formal hearing should be required (to be sure the 

proper disposition is made)? Except foJ:' one lm'1 enforcement official, 

the respondents :felt that a more formal hearing vias unnecessary when pro

cessing juveniles. Generally, it can be su;rulw.rized that thew felt such 

a process could only serve to delaJr the delivery of. services and to stig

matize the youngster more than ever before. The sole dissenting opinion 

indicated that a more formal process \'las needed to eliminate "a haphazard 

operation" by lIlakinG tne situation clear to all persons involved and to 

alleviate any legal problems that miGht arise. 

Does the fate of one offender infl1lel1ce the outcome for 

another or is the type of disposition decided indcl;cndently (so that, 
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for example, in the case of two shoplifters, one can be sent to court 

and the other to an aGency like the YSB)? Both bureau directors and law 

enforcement officials stated that the type of disposition a .juvenile 

received usually depended upon the extent of his or her involvement 

unless the decision maker had knowledge of the juvenile's involvement 

in a prior offense. 

Tne next question gave a surprisingly interesting result. The ques-

tion was: Are ,juveniles who live in affluent co~~unities given more of 

an opportunity to avoid contact with the offid.al justice system than those 

in poorer comrnunitie~~:? All respondents, except fer the sa.me law enforce-

ment official who di5'?ented earlier in favor of formal pre-dispositional 

hearings, emphatically answored that the actual situation ",ras as stated. 

Youths that lived in wealthY neighborhoods, especially if they had we11-

known or ini'luential parents, received preferential treatment in disposi-

tional hand.ling. The dissenting lavl enforcement official reluctantly ad-

mitted hf~ felt that law enforcement agencies did not II •• • intentionally put 

more police in minorit.y or low income areas than they do in the higher 

income areas ••• You have to realize that. much of Jrour crime is committed ••• 

eitner by these persons or in these areas. The law enforcement aeer.cy, 
. 

in oru.er to [Jrotec1i the rest of the community, has to take certain steps. 

And so that's one of them .•• high enforcement.1f 

The next question I asked was: Is com't !'eferral the onl,v alterna-

tj,',re to the Y.::iB Jar some Juveniles? If so, do you think the YSB is really 
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voluntary? First of all, a couple bureau respondents felt that court 

referral viaS not the only alternative to the YSH for juveniles. In most 

every instance they thought that the juvenile could be handled by 

another lll.ore suitable option. All other individuals surveyed, oy this 

questionnaire agreed rlith the statement that only court referral was of-

ferred to ~ youths in lieu of "the Youth Service Bureau. Law eflforce-

ment officials thought that, therefore, the YSH was,not a voluntary choice 

for the yoUtit;9ter. All other respondents felt that the bureau was still 

a voluntary agency. Basically the bureau opinions were that the YSB 
, . 

was still voluntary since, as in their ovm particular agencies, attendance 

at the Youth Service Bureau was not actually mandatory. As noted earlier, 

if a juvenile did not wish to come to the bureau even,though this was the 
. 

decided disposition, recourse would not be taken against the youth by 

the referring agency or, of course, the bureau itself. Thus, in their 

opinion, the YSB Has voluntary to tne extent that a youth did not 

actually nave to use its services in any way; One source added, hmo,fever, 

that if the yotmgst,er did not cooperate with the bureau, the likelihood 

of' being re-referred was very sl:i..m for this individual. 

Another rather important legal question asked: HOi" confidential 

is the information received from the juvenile? Can the information 

be made available to the juvenile or adult court, outside agencies 

(e,g • .! ~police, school), or melllbers of the local communit.y:? All YSB's 

considered that tneir files 'tiere very confidential and could not be 
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made available to any outside agency unles's sununoned by court subpoena. 

Law enforcement was divided on the issue of confidentiality between 

opinions similar to the one just expressed that bureau files were 

extremely confidential, and the opinion that files could be obtained 

rather easily, e~pecially if a n~ber of public agencies were involved 

in a certain case. Hore specifically, in relation to this latter belief, 

it was noted tnat " ••• if the youth Service Bureau is staffed by ••• public 

aeencies, then ••• information will only be given in certain instances 

and for certain reasons. II 

A question that developed from this last one contemplated whose 

.?:Eproval would be necessary for information about a juvenile to be re

leased? 'l'he hesitation -and diversity of responses (which included prior 

approval by the bureau director, juvenile, parents or a combination of 

these faction) indicated to me that there 1'lere obviously no definite 

standards for malcing such a decision. Thus, if the situation ever arose, 

the question about who should be consulted prior to the release of any 

IIconi'idential information ll \o{ould be left unansvlered. Consequently, the 

outcome could depend upon the discretion of a single individual 'at that 

pa~'ticular moment in question. 

Is the juvenile1s deJ.inquency proven IIbeyond a reasonable doubtll 

before he or she is sent to the Youth Service Bureau? Viho bears this 
----.~--~--------~~~~~--~----~~~------~-~~----~--~~--~~ 

burden of proof? In every case, the respondents stated that a juvenilel~ 

delinquency was not proven IIbeyond a reasonable doubtll prior to being 
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sent to the YS13. It seems that this vie\'l of delinquency is contrary 

to YSB philosophy which seeks to "save" pre-delinquent youths rather· 

than trying to rehabilitate IIconfirrned criminals. 1I As to who should 

bear. the burden of proof, all sources agreed it was the responsibility 

of law enforcement and the courts in deciding a youngster's guilt or 

innocence. Once again, though, such a consideration has absolutely 

no relevance to the Youth Service Bureau by virtue of the YSB1s 

functional definition. 

Another question I asked was: How important are the juris

dictional facts \e~g., did the child commit the act, is he or she 

neglected, deprived or a truant) if bureau intervention is being 

contelnplated? Basically, the response to this question was that the 

jurisdictional facts were important to law enforcement or any other 

agency required to make an appropriate referral. The Youth Service 

Bureau, however; need not be aware of these facts since they were not 

actually pertlnent to lts youth serving function. 

A final question to be considered read as follows: Diversion 

away from the juvenile court is beneflcial up to a certain point. Do 

you feel, though, that the conirllunity is still as Hell protected? 

(Is the diversion of dangerous youths a threat to the community)? 

One YSB director flatly stated that a community \'las not as '-lel1 

protected with the diversion of youths moJay from the court struc

ture., No further substantiation \-/as offerred for this re~ponse. In 
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every other case, bureau directors and law enforcement officials alike 

still felt- that the local neighborhood was as 'dell, and even better 

.. protected "'lith the reasonable diversion of juveniles away from the 

courts. ,Along "'/ith a concern for avoiding stiematization, they all 

seelood to feel that rather than trying to ignore a juvenile's 

problems, it was essential that every effort be taken to de'al with 

them from a straightforHard approach so as to eliminate these problem 

areas entirely. 'l'he community would be r.:etter protected with the 

juvenile's problems solved since his or her desires were no longer 

beine frustrated from their lack of satisfaction. For these reasons, 

more cornmunity based youth serving agencies, such as the California 

Youth Service Bureaus, are necessary if we are to substantially 

diminish tbe problems of youth and, subsequently, to decrease the 

tremendous number of youth crimes. 

Legal Implications of Guideline Deficiencies 
"in Youth Service Bureau/Law gnforcernent Relationships 

After careful consideration of all the material in the preceding 

section, it becomes quite apparent that there are a host of potential 

leual problems with respect to Youth Service Bureau/Law Enforcement 

associations. '£hough none of these questions (including those in 

the last section) can be positively evalnate.d for their correctness 

or incorrectness just with our present ~lowledge, the following 
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discussion will incorporate some of the more frequently substantiated 

trends in thought. 

Hany of the concepts found in this ne:>..~ section were gathered 

from the \'linter 1972 edition of the Law and Soci~ty Review12 and the 

United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare booklet 

entitled, Law As an Agent of Delinquency Prevention. 13 

One of the most important legal considerations is the impor

tance of fact flnding procedures. Is it necessary for 'the facts of an 

allege~ delinquent act to be determined "beyond a reasonable doubt?" 

If so, will bureau staff be required to perform this function? Does 

it matter if, 'despite their attempts to help, they do not? It is 

presumed that any juvenile who denies an offense has the right to 

go to court to have the matter formally decided. A fact finding 

process might appear too legalistic in v1ew of the bureau's broadly 

conceivedvrole. However, interestingly enough, the Task Force 

Report stresses that an inquir.y into the facts should serve as the 

initial step: "Since the unofficial agencies of the delinquent 

control system can impose sanctions by referring clients for formal 

action, the i'act finding procedures they employ assume considerable 

importance. ,,1L .. 

This leads to the question: Does the lawyer have any place in 

the system's pre-judicial phases'? How much legal assistance should be 
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znade available at the bureau stage? Ted Rubin seems to feel that 

Imtyers can contribute greatly by challenging all aspects of the 

juvenile process. The goal shou.ld be lito place legal stress on each 

part of the system to force each component part to better administer 

itself~ Tnis, in iurn, could lead to further screening out and 

diversion, more appropriate disposition and more effective rehabili

tative services."l5 Nevertheless, it seems difficult to clarify the 

function a lal:'lYer would nave with regard to the bureau. Should he, 

on occasion, intervene between his client and the bureau, and attack 

bureau involvement as unjustified and inappropriate? :It is much 

easier to visualize the role of the la~tyer standing between the 

juvenile and the court. This would be even more likely if statutory 

criteria for court referral are established so that a lawyer_could 

argue tllat a child did not come ·within the legislature I s definition, 

and that the youngster \10uld be much better served by some sort of 

informal action. 

In any case, it remains unclear Just how this would be achieved 

without a formal preliminary hearing since pre-court formalization is 

precisely what the bureau scheme seeks to avoid. One suggestion made 

by Rosenncim and Sko1e1' in their discussion of the lawyer's role at 

intake seems applicable to this issue. They suggest that the lawyer 

could be valuable at the· initial me(c;ting bet"men bureau staff, parents, 

and child by interpreting the situation to the child and parents. In 
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this way they "{Quld understand and be prepared to accept suggestions 

as to informal measures~16 Rosenheim and Skoler also suggest that the 

lawyer could assist at intake by inquiring into points of law and 

jurisdiction, and by looldng into the sufficiency of the evidence .17 

The srune functions could be performed if bureau intervention is being 

considered. 

T\,IO other points should be mentioned regarding the need to 

protect juveniles involved with the bureau. First, it is important 

that the time be limited Hithin which the referral or service decision 

must be made. The Task Force Report did consider'this aspect and 

advised that, if possible, any pm'ler of court referral should be 

decided within 30 days, and certainly before 60 days have lapsed.1S 

The Children's Bureau guide favors a limit of 30 days by which time 

referral back to the initiating agency should be made. A second point 

deals with the need to specify the maxBnum period of bureau super~ 

vision. The Bureau guide suggests the period of service shoLud not sur

pass 6 months, though it provides for extension. The same guide indi

cates that a Hritten agreement should be devised when additional service 

is being ronsidered. 

As far as confidentiality of lnformation is concerned, it must 

be asked: Should the information be made available if a child subse

quently appears before a -juvenile or adult court? According to the 

.. 
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Children'!l UUt'tH.l.tl guido j.t IIghould be inadmissable in any future juvenile 

CQu.rt h(;u.rinE~ prior to distosition or any criminal court . .,19 A child 

(lorvod lJy tnc ;Cm3 should not have anything that might resemble a record. 

THO i'irw..l problcrrm sneiuld be taken into account" As the Task 

}<'(Jrcl} foret/ax'ns,. IlSc.reoning ••• suffers from mass production. 1120 Thus, 

opec:i.n.l cnrc Ihunt be tal<cm to ensure tha.t serious cases are not over-
. 

lookod wacn mnpl.oying informal dispositions so that. the community is 

not (w "tell. protec.ted, undthe more intensive assistance required by 

tho ,iuvonile is not given. Furthermore, informal assistance should be 

d(!li Ycr,}d immediately. H 1£ the time lapse betYleen apprehension and refer-
. 

l'tl.l is n. m:.~I;.tw<' of day:;) tne subsequent follow-up by a selected community 

rC~ouroo m~ occur at thc point when the juvenile and his family have sur-

mounted their .initial foal', nnger, or regret and concern, and the con

tact. i~J rcgu.:rdcd no an um'lcl.co:ne reminder of past unpleasantness instead 

or an hYOnUO of he)p in a time of cri5i8: 112l 

Conclusions 

Since ti10 time tHey· ,.,rore fh·si. recommended by the President IS 

Ul'ilfl{~ Ut)!JlmisHioIl in 196? j tne youth Service Bureaus nave tried to serve 

UO ~l lIE,plmt~~, not .:m nlternative 1 II for handling ,juveniles outside of 

tho jUtil(;irI.J ~;ygtcll\. 22 Tho Use of such informal diversionary techniques 

0.1'0 j\lstii'inbJoon $OVcrll.l counts including the simple fact that they 
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diminish the stigma. usually associated with such an experience. 

Nevertheless, it has been shown in this report that when there is 

any possibility for such alarn~ng occurrences as, for instance, the 

diversion of Jrouths who are potentially harmful to society, we must 

begin to consider the use of guidelines for making the dispositional 

choice. One need only observe the vast quantity of legal considerations 

discussed earlier to further confirm this discrepancy in b0th law 

enforcement and Youth Service Bureau policy guidelines. In addition, t.he 

President's Crime Commission indicates suppox,t for these ideas on the 

state of dispositional and service criteria when it remarks: "Within 

the official agencies of delinquency control, alternatives to adjudication 

of delinquents have tended to emerge haphazardly, as unplanned and unof

ficial aspects of a community's system ••• The laws ,do not provide affirma

tive guidelines for screening out of the delinquency control system or 

for selecting measures of restraint or rehabilitation to apply to those 

so channeledo,,23 

Subsequently, to ensure that a juvenile is referred to the agency 

most appropriate to his or her needs, and that the juvenile's fru~trations 

are most satisfactorily met by this agency, it is essential that some basic 

guidelines be formulated. As outlined by the President's Crime Commission 

Task Force Report, the pre-judicial process should be strengthened in the 

future by principles that resemble the following: 24 

I' 
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(1) Pre-judicial disposit.ions should be made as early as possjble 

in the otagcoof official agency contact; 

(2) 'llncy .ahould be based on sta.ted criteria that are shared with 

and rcgularly rcvic\'wd by all delinquency control authorities 

"tithin tho COffill1Un1.ty; and 

en Hncmoycr attempts are undertaken to render guidance or exert 

conl;.rol ,as diotinct from screening 'rIithout further a.ction) 

the pre-judicial handling agency should be alert to coercive 

pO(;fJibll:i.tics and the dispositions it can render should be 

offact.ivoly restricted. 

Only .U' Duch (lOtions arC \"aken may we move closer to our ultimatn 

[!<Hll of Jut)!;' Lut ei'i'ecti va juven5.1e dispositions. 
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